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Waiting on the World to change 3
01 SSATB Combo C

Chorus 1
wait ing wait ing waiting on the world to change. We keep on wait ing waiting on the world to change. It's
wait ing wait ing waiting on the world to change. We keep on wait ing waiting on the world to change. It's
wait ing wait ing waiting on the world to change. We keep on wait ing waiting on the world to change. It's
wait ing wait ing waiting on the world to change. We keep on wait ing waiting on the world to change. It's
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Waiting on the World to change
Chorus 2

Get is what you got. 'cause when they try to bend it all they want. That's why we're waiting
Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting. Waiting on the world to change. It's
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01 SSATB Combo C

Waiting on the world to change.
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01 SSATB Combo C

Music: John R.linik
Lyrics: Mary Orth

Verse 1: Day our generation is gonna rule the population so we keep on waiting. Day our generation is gonna rule the population so we keep on waiting.

Chorus: Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change. Waiting on the world to change.

Verse 2: Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change. Waiting on the world to change.

Verse 3: Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change. Waiting on the world to change.

Verse 4: Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change. Waiting on the world to change.

Verse 5: Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change. Waiting on the world to change.

Verse 6: Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change. Waiting on the world to change.

Verse 7: Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change. Waiting on the world to change.

Verse 8: Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change. Waiting on the world to change.
Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key

02 SSATB Combo Bb
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Waiting on the World to change 5
02 SSATB Combo Bb
Waiting on the World to change 9
02 SSATB Combo Bb
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Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
03 SSATB Combo Eb
Waiting on the World to change

Chorus 2
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wait ing wait ing wait ing on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

wait ing wait ing wait ing on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

wait ing wait ing wait ing on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

wait ing wait ing wait ing on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

waiting waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the world to change.

Waiting on the World to change

03 SSATB Combo Eb
Waiting on the World to change

03 SSATB Combo Eb
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Waiting on the World to change
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04 SSATB 4 extra staves
Warning on the World to Change
Waiting on the World to change

world to change. Now we keep on waiting. Waiting on the world to change. Now we keep on waiting. Waiting on the world to change. Now we keep on waiting.
05 SSATB small Combo

Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
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Waiting on the World to change

05 SSATB small Combo

Clap

Bors home from war. They would have ne-ver missed a Christ-mas no-more ribbons on their door.

And when you

Bors home from war. They would have ne-ver missed a Christ-mas no-more ribbons on their door.
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05 SSATB small Combo

Bridge
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Interlude

Waiting on the World to change 9
05 SSATB small Combo

Chorus 3
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05 SSATB small Combo
Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer

Original Key
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
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Waiting on the World to change

We just feel like we don't have the means to rise above and beat it. So we keep on
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Waiting on the World to change

with the world and those who lead it.
waiting on the world to change
Waiting on the World to Change
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© 2017. All rights reserved.
That the fight ain’t fair So we keep on
waiting on the world to change.

Not that we don’t care We just know
not that we don’t care We just know
Waiting on the World to change
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Waiting on the World to change
Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
07 SSATB Piano Advanced

Intro  \( \frac{\text{\textcopyright Goodium Music/Reach Music international Inc.}}{\text{\textcopyright Voor de Benelux; Talpa Music B.V. Hilversum, The Netherlands}} \)
Waiting on the World to change

Verse 1

world to change. We keep on waiting, waiting on the world to change. It's hard to beat the system when we're standing at a distance. So we keep on waiting, waiting on the world to change.

Verse 2

world to change. Now if we had the power to bring our neighbors home from war, They would have waiting waiting on the world to change.
Waiting on the World to change
07 SSATB Piano Advanced
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07 SSATB Piano Advanced
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Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
08 SSATB Piano Moderated
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08 SSATB Piano Moderated

Verse 2

world to change. Now if we had the power to bring our neighbors home from war.

world to change. Now if we had the power to bring our neighbors home from war.

world to change. It's hard to beat the system when we're standing at a distance.

world to change. We keep on waiting waiting on the world to change.
Waiting on the World to change 5
08 SSATB Piano Moderated
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08 SSATB Piano Moderated

Chorus 3

S

Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change.

A

Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change.

T

Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change.

B

Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change.

P.M

Waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting on the world to change.

rule the population so we keep on waiting on the world to change. Now we keep on waiting on the world to change.
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Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key

Intro
q = 90
Gospel/Soul
Light 16th shuffle

Clap

Verse 1
We're all
Me and all my friends we're all

Chorus

We're all
Waiting on the World to change

Chorus 1

---

Clap

Waiting on the World to change 3

09 SSATB

Clap

Waiting on the World to change. It's hard to beat the system when we're standing at a distance. So we keep on waiting.

---

Waiting on the World to change. It's hard to beat the system when we're standing at a distance. So we keep on waiting.
Waiting on the World to change 5

Chorus 2

wait-ing Wait-ing__ waiting on the world to change. We keep on wait-ing Wait-ing__ waiting on the

wait-ing Wait-ing__ waiting on the world to change. We keep on wait-ing Wait-ing__ waiting on the

wait-ing Wait-ing__ waiting on the world to change. We keep on wait-ing Wait-ing__ waiting on the

wait-ing Wait-ing__ waiting on the world to change. We keep on wait-ing Wait-ing__ waiting on the
Waiting on the World to change 7

Instr. Solo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interlude

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chorus 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

world to change. We keep on waiting. We keep on waiting on the
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10 C Instrument

Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
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Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
11 Bb Instrument

Intro  \( \overbrace{\text{q} = 90 \text{ Gospel/Soul Light 16th shuffle}}^{4} \)

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2

Chorus 2

Bridge

Instr. Solo

play optional (instead of guitar solo)

Interlude

Open

Chorus 3

Coda

rit.
Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
12 Eb Instrument

Intro

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2

Chorus 2

Bridge

Instr. Solo

play optional (instead of guitar solo)

Interlude

Chorus 3

Coda

Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
12 Eb Instrument
13 Piano Advanced

Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
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Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key

Intro
\[ \text{\textit{Gospel/Soul}} \]
Light 16th shuffle

Verse 1
Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key

Intro q = 90 Gospel/Soul
Light 16th shuffle

Verse 1

Chorus 1
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Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key
16 Guitar
Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key

17 Bass Guitar

Intro
Gospel/Soul
Light 16th shuffle \( \frac{4}{\text{q = 90}} \)

Verse 1
9

Chorus 1
17

Verse 2
25

Chorus 2
33
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Drumkit/Percussion

- Hi-Hat closed
- Hi-Hat open
- Mid Tom
- Hi-Hat Foot
- Bassdrum (Kick)
- Shaker (eggs)
- Claves
- High Timbale
- Zills
- Bell Tree
- Maracas
- Wind Chimes
- Handslap
- Guiro
- Woodblock High
- Timbale Low
- Agogo High
- Cowbell
- Conga
- Cabasa
- Woodblock Low
- Agogo Low
- Ride Bell/Cup
- Crash Cymbal
- Floor Tom
- Ride Cymbal
- Splash Cymbal
- Triangle mute
- Tambourine	
- Beatering
- Triangle open
Waiting on the World to change

Intro
\[ q = 90 \]
Dead stroke
Light 16th shuffle

Verse 1
9

Chorus 1
17

Verse 2
25

Chorus 2
33

Chorus 2
37
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Drumkit/Percussion

- Hi-Hat closed
- Hi-Hat open
- High Tom
- Mid Tom
- Low Tom
- Ride Cymbal
- Crash Cymbal
- Floor Tom
- Ride Bell/Cup
- Splash Cymbal
- Triangle mute
- Bassdrum (Kick)
- Shaker (eggs)
- Claves
- High Timbale
- sleigh Bells
- Bell Tree
- Maracas
- Wind Chimes
- Handclap
- Guiro
- Woodblock High
- Timbale Low
- Agogo High
- Cowbell
- Conga
- Cabasa
- Woodblock Low
- Agogo Low
Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key

Intro

D Bm G D A Bm G D

Verse 1

Me and all my friends we're all misunderstood. They say we stand for nothing and there's no way we ever could

Now we see everything that's going wrong with the world and those who lead it. We just feel like we don't have the means to rise above and beat it. So we keep on

Chorus 1

waiting waiting on the world to change. We keep on waiting waiting on the
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that the fight ain't fair So we keep on waiting waiting waiting on the
world to change.

That the fight ain't fair world...

So we wait waiting waiting on the
world to change.

So we wait waiting waiting on the
world to change.

And we're still waiting waiting waiting on the
world to change. We keep on waiting waiting waiting on the
world to change.

And we're still waiting waiting waiting on the
world to change. One day our generation is going
rule the population so we keep on waiting waiting waiting on the
Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key

Intro
Light 16th shuffle
q = 90

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2
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Waiting on the World to change

Words and Music by John Clayton Mayer
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key

Intro
Verse 1      Me and all my friends, we're all misunderstood
They say we stand for nothing and there's no way we ever could

Now we see everything that's going wrong
With the world and those who lead it
We just feel like we don't have the means
To rise above and beat it

Chorus 1   So we keep on waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change
We keep on waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change

It's hard to beat the system when we're standing at a distance
So we keep waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change

Verse 2     Now if we had the power, to bring our neighbors home from war
They would have never missed a Christmas, no more ribbons on their door

And when you trust your television, what you get is what you got
'Cause when they own the information, ooh, they can bend it all they want

Chorus 2   That's why we're waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change
We keep on waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change

It's not that we don't care, we just know that the fight ain't fair
So we keep waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change

Bridge      (wait 3x) Waiting on the world to change

Instr Solo
Interlude

Chorus 3   And we're still waiting (waiting), waiting on the world to change
We keep on waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change

One day our generation, is gonna rule the population
So we keep on waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change
Now we keep on waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change
We keep on waiting, (waiting), waiting on the world to change waiting on the world to change (3x)